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in Action with Payatu’s CTI
(Cyber Threat Intelligence) 
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Project Overview
 
A pioneering Indian MNC identified that with a rapid growth in smartphone pene-

tration, there was an increase in the adoption of digital services by businesses as 

well as consumers. To help businesses with their digitization to address the market 

needs, this MNC has set up a digital arm.

This new entity has been building digital businesses for a while now and has al-

ready created a holistic presence across various touchpoints. This has resulted in 

the new company soaring to great heights in a short time.

Now, for a company like this, it is critical to proactively take measures that will get 

them ahead of any threat actors’ dirty tricks.

So, to ensure that, this company got in touch with Payatu and asked the service 

provider to be its CTI partner and help strengthen the security defense of the 

company.

Let’s see how things unfolded for the client on the CTI landscape!
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Scope

Collect any and all data available on the internet that involves the client

Periodic monitoring of the client’s social media

Monitor the dark web very minutely to spot any mention of the client

Brand monitoring

Periodic monitoring of the client’s domain

Update the client about any new vulnerabilities that make their way to the 
threat landscape

Updates on the latest active malware family

IOCs

Updates on the latest active APT group
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Payatu’s Action Items

Payatu’s CTI deliverables can be divided into 7 top-level categories, that again 
can be divided into different steps.

The 7 top-level categories of the CTI service offered by Payatu are -

Social Media Monitoring1
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Repository Monitoring

IOCs

Brand Monitoring

Domain Monitoring

Dark Web Monitoring

CVEs
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1. Social Media Monitoring
Social Media monitoring is required in order to identify fake accounts that might 
be created in the company’s name, or any senior employee’s name to scam the 
general public and/or the customers.

Why is there a need for monitoring social media?

It can help in identifying -

Platforms monitored

Fake company or high-level employees’ profiles used to influence the 
followers and damage the reputation of the company

Fake messages to followers and connections asking for sensitive infor-
mation to commit fraud

Fake job openings from the company leading to financial or other frauds

Fake videos posted by fraudsters ruining the reputation of the company

Suspicious videos or threads with the intent of scamming the public

Facebook

Instagram

LinkedIn YouTube

Twitter
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2. Brand Monitoring
More and more cybercriminals are now becoming extremely sophisticated and 
launching direct attacks on the brand name of an organization. They create fake 
pages, impostor domains, and rogue applications that are bound to ruin the 
name of the brand in the industry. Brand monitoring can help in identifying, ana-
lyzing, and responding to such cyber criminals by following an intelligence-driven
approach.

Payatu offers brand monitoring by -

Keeping an eye out for any similar newly created domains

Navigating the digital space to identify any misleading information about the 
client

Keeping a check of the client’s complete brand presence
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3. Repository Monitoring
With the world embracing the internet and the open-source community, it is un-
fortunately not uncommon for the employees of an organization to accidentally 
(or on purpose) make a repository public that should and needs to be kept pri-
vate.

This can result in sharing of the source code of an upcoming application, sensitive 
internal tools data, and custom defined tools data with adversaries and competi-
tors.

To ensure that this does not happen, Payatu -

Monitors certain sources very closely

Identifies any sensitive information pertaining to the client

Specifically looks for any application or internal tools containing company’s 
internal components

Sources Monitored
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4. Dark Web Monitoring
This category is highly important since data leaks in case of an attack can be 
identified on the Dark Web.
The stolen or hacked data is more often than not shared on the Dark Web by the 
attacker, and identifying it is the first step towards damage control.

Actions taken -

Deep Web crawling refers to the problem of traversing the collection of pages in a 
Deep Web site, which is dynamically generated in response to a particular query 
that is submitted using a search form.

A Dark Web forum is a platform where users can discuss things like drug traffick-
ing, hacking, data leaks, etc. These forums offer different types of memberships for 
users such as VIP, Premium, or Moderator.

Marketplaces, on the other hand, are sites where different vendors offer different 
kinds of products for sale. For instance, Dark Web marketplaces have vendors that 
offer drugs, compromised accounts, databases, credit cards, and more. Users on 
Dark Web marketplaces fall into one of two categories:

Vendors who sell the product and buyers who buy the product.

Monitoring these can help in offering useful information to stop these cyber crimi-
nals in their tracks.
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1. Deep Web Crawling

2. Deep/Dark Web Forums and Marketplaces Monitoring



Sources Monitored

          Nulled Forums

          xss.is

          Breached Forums
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5. Domain Monitoring
With techniques like DGA (Domain Generation Algorithm), threat actors have been 
creating fake/phishing domains which are generally look-alike domains, or in 
most cases have random domain names and website look-alike which can be 
identified by monitoring the logo of the company/app used.

Ngrok is a service frequently used by threat actors to host pages for 
phishing.

Actions taken -

Checking what sort of trouble users can get in trying to type the client’s do-
main name

Finding look-alike domains that adversaries can use to attack the client

Detecting typosquatters, phishing attacks, fraud, and brand impersonation

DNS twist – Identifying domains not created by the client
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6. IOCs
IOCs or Indicators of Compromise is a forensic term that serves as evidence of 
potentially malicious activity on a network or system. IOCs can be extremely help-
ful when studied thoroughly to better understand malware’s behavior or tech-
niques.

Actions taken -

    Collecting and delivering the latest IOCs to the client on a weekly basis

   Specifying the type of IOC, attributes, and the value

   This value is then used by the client to simply ingest into its security solutions to   
   look out for this value and create alerts if found
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7. CVEs
CVEs or Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures is a list that classifies vulnerabili-
ties and security-related threats. This list is publicly shared and made available in 
a very convenient way to exchange information about issues in the cyber world.

Actions taken -

Delivering a weekly report containing a list of new CVEs

Highlighting CVEs and breaches related to any third-party system of solu-
tion used by the client

Making recommendations on how to patch the said vulnerabilities
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8. Challenges

Restrictions to information sharing on the client’s side made col-
lecting relevant data a little challenging

Self-creation of the knowledge base turned out to be time con-
suming

Newer additions were made to the scope in the later stages of 
the project

Crunched timelines
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Payatu’s Everyday CTI 
Process
1. Aggregation of Indicators of Compromise, Articles and News Bits regularly from 
a vast number of sources.

2. Categorization of the aggregated threat intel data into two - 'Targeted' and 
'Generic'.

3. Prioritization of the intel data into three - 'Current', 'Daily', and 'Weekly'.

a. Generic intel data is not directly associated with the client but is of sig-
nificant relevance.
Eg. The client uses Microsoft Defender and a bypass technique for the 
same was being used by some malware campaigns in the wild.

b. Targeted intel data is directly associated with the client.
Eg. A 0-day exploit surfaced in one of the client's products.

a. Current intel data is any critical intel data point that is supposed to be 
reported immediately to the client.

b. Daily intel data is of higher priority and a collective summary of the 
same is supposed to be delivered every morning through a communica-
tion channel like email.

c. Weekly intel data is of lower priority and is supposed to be delivered 
weekly, i.e., every Monday.
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4. Periodic monitoring of social media platforms, newly registered Typosquat 
Domain Names and Dark Web for appearances of keywords relevant to the client. 
Any finding is supposed to be reported to the client with minimum delay from the 
time it is observed.

5. Planning and acting upon any explicit request from the client for targeted intel 
against any threat group or/and malware campaign and reporting back the find-
ings with minimum delay from the time it is observed.
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The Most Significant
Finding of the Project 
Payatu Bandits were able to independently identify an impersonator domain, that 
could very well be mistaken for the client’s actual website. 

This not only helped this MNC in catching hold of a website disguising itself as the 
client, but also played an extremely critical role in taking timely action and saving 
the brand name and customer trust. 

https://payatu.com/bandits/


What Payatu CTI Deliverables Look Like?
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About Payatu
Payatu is a Research-powered cybersecurity services and training company specialized 

in IoT, Embedded Web, Mobile, Cloud, & Infrastructure security assessments with a prov-

en track record of securing software, hardware and infrastructure for customers across 

20+ countries.

CTI 
The area of expertise in the wide arena of cybersecurity that is focused 

on collecting and analyzing the existing and potential threats is known 

as Cyber Threat Intelligence or CTI. Clients can benefit from Payatu's CTI 

by getting – social media monitoring, repository monitoring, darkweb 

monitoring, mobile app monitoring, domain monitoring, and document 

sharing platform monitoring done for their brand. 

IoT Security Testing
IoT product security assessment is a complete security audit of embed-

ded systems, network services, applications and firmware. Payatu uses 

its expertise in this domain to detect complex vulnerabilities & security 

loopholes to guard your IoT products against cyberattacks. 

Web Security Testing
Internet attackers are everywhere. Sometimes they are evident. Many 

times, they are undetectable. Their motive is to attack web applications 

every day, stealing personal information and user data. With Payatu, you 

can spot complex vulnerabilities that are easy to miss and guard your 

website and user’s data against cyberattacks.

https://payatu.com/reports/
https://payatu.com/iot-security-testing/
https://payatu.com/web-security-testing/
https://payatu.com/iot-security-testing/
https://payatu.com/reports/
https://payatu.com/web-security-testing/


Product Security
Save time while still delivering a secure end-product with Payatu. Make 

sure that each component maintains a uniform level of security so that 

all the components “fit” together in your mega-product.

Cloud Security Assessment
As long as cloud servers live on, the need to protect them will not di-

minish. Both cloud providers and users have a shared. As long as cloud 

servers live on, the need to protect them will not diminish. 

Both cloud providers and users have a shared responsibility to secure 

the information stored in their cloud Payatu’s expertise in cloud protec-

tion helps you with the same. Its layered security review enables you to 

mitigate this by building scalable and secure applications & identifying 

potential vulnerabilities in your cloud environment.

Code Review 
Payatu’s Secure Code Review includes inspecting, scanning and eval-

uating source code for defects and weaknesses. It includes the best 

secure coding practices that apply security consideration and defend 

the software from attacks. 

Red Team Assessment 
Red Team Assessment is a goal-directed, multidimensional & malicious 

threat emulation. Payatu uses offensive tactics, techniques, and proce-

dures to access an organization’s crown jewels and test its readiness to 

detect and withstand a targeted attack. 

https://payatu.com/product-security-assessment/
https://payatu.com/cloud-security-assessment/
https://payatu.com/code-review-service/
https://payatu.com/red-team-assessment/
https://payatu.com/product-security-assessment/
https://payatu.com/cloud-security-assessment/
https://payatu.com/code-review-service/
https://payatu.com/red-team-assessment/


Mobile Security Testing
Detect complex vulnerabilities & security loopholes. Guard your mobile 

application and user’s data against cyberattacks, by having Payatu test 

the security of your mobile application.

Critical Infrastructure Assessment 
There are various security threats focusing on Critical Infrastructures like 

Oil and Gas, Chemical Plants, Pharmaceuticals, Electrical Grids, Manu-

facturing Plants, Transportation systems etc. and can significantly im-

pact your production operations. With Payatu's OT security expertise you 

can get a thorough ICS Maturity, Risk and Compliance Assessment done 

to protect your critical infrastructure. 

DevSecOps Consulting 
DevSecOps is DevOps done the right way. With security compromises 

and data breaches happening left, right & center, making security an 

integral part of the development workflow is more important than ever. 

With Payatu, you get an insight to security measures that can be taken 

in integration with the CI/CD pipeline to increase the visibility of security 

threats. 

More Services Offered
• AI/ML Security Audit

• Trainings

More Products Offered
• EXPLIoT

• CloudFuzz

Payatu Security Consulting Pvt. Ltd.

www.payatu.com

info@payatu.com

+91 20 41207726

https://payatu.com/mobile-application-security-testing/
https://payatu.com/critical-infrastructure-assessment-payatu/
https://payatu.com/devsecops-consulting/
https://payatu.com/ai-ml-security-audit/
https://payatu.com/
https://expliot.io/
https://cloudfuzz.io/
https://payatu.com/
mailto:info%40payatu.com?subject=
https://www.youtube.com/@payatu5031
https://www.linkedin.com/company/payatu/mycompany/
https://www.facebook.com/payatutechnologies
https://twitter.com/payatulabs
https://www.instagram.com/payatubandit/
https://payatu.com/mobile-application-security-testing/
https://payatu.com/critical-infrastructure-assessment-payatu/
https://payatu.com/ai-ml-security-audit/
https://expliot.io/
https://cloudfuzz.io/
https://payatu.com/
https://payatu.com/devsecops-consulting/

